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Sienkiewicz, Poland's most famous contemporary novelist,
author of Quo Vadis and winner of the Nobel Prize, lived
not far from Riond Bosson, at Vevey. As soon as war broke
out, the shores of the Lake of Geneva became the centre
of Polish political activities. Lausanne, Vevey and Morges
became overnight the headquarters of the various Polish
parties. Of the many groups formed in Switzerland and
in other countries, the leading one was the National
Committee, first in Warsaw, then in Petrograd, eventually
in Paris, and headed by Poland's foremost politician,
Roman Dmowski. The Committee represented the anti-
German, pro-Ally, Western outlook in Polish politics ; it
was Conservative, anti-Socialist and nationalist; it worked
only by lawful methods, on a basis of " Realpolitik " ; it
tried to unite in its hands all Polish activities in the Western
world. In 1917 the Committee was recognized as the true
organ of the Polish cause. Paderewski was appointed its
chief delegate to the United States ; Dmowski was its
head; Erazm Piltz its delegate in France ; Konstanty
Skirmunt in Rome and Count Sobanski in London.
Roman Dmowski, leader of the National Democrats, the
most important political party in Poland, was one of the
few Poles who, even under Russian rule, was given an open-
ing for political activity. His early scientific education as a
biologist made him a realist in politics. After a quasi-
revolutionary start he came to the conclusion that Poland
could find her freedom only in collaboration with Russia
and not with Germany or with Austria. He stood as a
candidate for the second and third Russian Duma, in which
he became the leading Polish parliamentarian. He was
intelligent, shrewd, well educated, an excellent linguist and
a man of the world. He showed great charm, if he wanted
to, which he did mainly when women were present. Un-
fortunately he was a cynic ; his convictions were purely
intellectual; his reason overshadowed his imagination. He
believed that the world was ruled by secret organizations,,

